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the day we are pleased to be with you Good day to you are very glad you're here we are going 

to continue with explanation and uh trying to explain to you the energies as it comes covered 

and that are in operation and as they become together to form what you call a the physical 

reality is there are a multitude of energies that combine to form this reality they are in a 

combination as you receive them now, in your reality that be that are a pro objection of your re 

ality the energies that we speak of we will describe him from one particular source there there 

is there is more beyond that concept, but we must begin somewhere. So, we will describe 

these energies as being as we said in various degrees to use your terms they would function 

at different degrees of separation of them selves in their vibration they would be of their 

vibrations and would not in one sense have an interpretation of their own except that they 

would it be in dividual or would it be it would be a functioning a differently from a nother group 

of vibration. You could say somewhat like to use an example as Each Earth entity is vibrating 

within its own field of energy, 
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then these these groups of energies are a vibrating within their own energy fields and have 

them as selves, there is no definitely don't have to in your terms you project actions, meanings 

and purposes in this state, this pure state, they are a function because that is their purpose 

that that is their not purpose that is their being, that is the way that it it is at that particular stage 

of what we are explaining, there is no reason that you speak of it for reasons in that, that is 

their particular rate of vibrations. And there are many in many of these bodies of energies, we 

could say. And, as they join we would as they come to gether and join their energies, then, that 

is what you pre see for you are you are a manifestation of their join joining together these 

energies are joining together and in their adjoining to gather there is a produce the physical 

body the reality that you know the earth thing they're joining together produces this, but it is 

only a temporary Union. The creation of that is a formed when they come together is a fleeting 

it is ever changing, it is not as stable, it is not of their natures, for if they could become a stable 

that they would cease it is in the accom inter reactions of these energies that produce what 

you witness as the your physical world. These energies as we explained they when they join in 

their various ways and various inner reactions produce the the physical manifestations the 

deca consciousness that you seek, it led us first he explained that it as we tried to explain and 

this many of your philosophers have tried to explain 
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The energy use have a taken on and a be calm. entities in a sense of them as selves through 

the projections and through the groupings of energies. They are forming and the focusing of 

consciousness has, you could say it it has taken energy and formed from the main source of 

energy Ay Ay, ay ay ay. One moment it has a form a blockage of the constant flow of the 

energy and as this occurs, then you there is then a form a mass group of energy that it's it 

becomes can become active on and off it's a self linked to the main source of energy, but then 

developing a enough energy and power on its own to then have form and to in Fluence to form 

it to have it in Fluence on the creation or the inner reactions between all of the energies and 

when you see this manifestation you will call it either a good or a bad as they are or have when 

one of these energies become linked to to a physical body and it gains control of that physical 

physical body then it has much power with it all the power that would be grouped in to this 

particular energy that was a subdivision, you could say, of the greater source of that particular 

energy and a chord and then gain great influence with other entities on the earth in a positive 

or a negative way. And there are many individuals on the earth plane that tap in to these sub 

energy sources. And you use them and they do they show great power, and they show great 

intelligence and they have the magnetic power to tap in to individuals and reach the energy of 

pockets of that from them would be connected to the prime a source and again, have great 

influence and in these groups and juicy then 
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many many take it down advantage of what you would say would take advantage of earthly 

entities and form, then their own groupings for their purpose now, the individual of who is 

acting as this group leader is a subject to and in many, many times it is not aware, in the true 

sense of awareness that they are being used in one sense that they have become a 

possessed by this influence, the influence would be within their energy field and would tell 

them in many different manners of things, that they had a great power that they were out to 

save humanity, that their way was the right way, all of the classic examples that you are very 

familiar with and this person, the true person then becomes identified with this fragment. And 

many times these fragments contains great energies, as many of you see on the earth plane, 

now, many many who have a tapped in you say to the Christ conscious, yes, they, they have 

tapped in to that and they believe they have tapped in to the Jesus a concept and through this 

energy, they have become attached to this and then they use this source to in Florence, and to 

gain control over the vast numbers of people and then they in turn, use or one could say, you 

must understand that when we say these words, when we say use our tap in to, in the purpose 

of what we wish to explain it and not in some science fiction, how ever when any one gives 

their attention 
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to 
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any of the emotional fragments, that one would be teaching and becomes a dedicated in that 

sense to any of the philosophical any of the religious aspects, they should be very careful, that 

they do not become a trapped in to that particular energy and then thereby deny our belief that 

they were chosen for the to save the world, that because this is not their salvation, they would 

then be as it were in ghost in to that particular energy field and lose the the to a consciousness 

One could say that there is an interplay of the energies are trying as it were to gain it couldn't 

control. However, let us explain now that we The many many of the energies that are trying to 

gain control are a sub energies from the main energy, they are sub energies that have that are 

acting One could say from distortion, they are acting on now on what you would say is the 

concepts, they have been formed by the ICANN steps of a man and they have a taken on one 

could say it didn't duties and now they seek to I don't mean main attain them as selves and 

their maintain distance is dependent upon a consciousness Attention, attention that is given to 

them, this is their source of energy as they receive the attention and the more attention that 

they receive, then the the energy then you could say their light is shining say there is more 

there their their growth is increased. And they then still are attached to the main source of 

energy, we do not we understand that this is a very complicated example that we are trying to 

give you how ever i'd using only concepts is quite difficult for us to they let us return now, we 

would say to the main energy sources that we spoke of, and at this point, you see you must 

accept the fact that there are are other energy sources that operate and that are a part and 

function of the physical plane, and then one must not associate this with the one factor are the 

one cod and these energies that come together to produce the physical world are it You see, 

they they come together for and to create the earth as you know it and these manifestations 

and in that sense for this particular man of the station, you would you cannot then say that in 

one sense, it all comes from one source at this particular point 
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or in understanding your reality. These energies as they come together the most simplest way 

to try to explain them to you would be to say that as they come together they manifest in a 

certain way and you have it a projected are the and named the these aspects and these 

actions. And then so when if we explain using your term, this is where you must recognize that 

in themselves these terms are not applicable, but in reading in interpreting them in your realm 

of reality, so, that you could understand them, then we use the terms but and and themselves 

the terms do not apply for they would not when we would say that when one when the of the 

energy is manifest on the earth plane, you have taken one of these energies and you call them 

the female aspect and the other you call the male aspect this then would go into the way that 

your preset options of these energies are formed by the opposite they when these energies 

come in to a play, there is always as it were one active and one in active and the reception on 



the physical plane or what you call the physical plane in this reality is our is a division a de 

vision of the energies, the various energies are coming to a gather then are pre conceived on 

the physical world in their creation as opposites, but they are one and the same, they are the 

same energy in their in their a substance B of four, they are grouped in and broken into a sub 

energies about concepts and by forming these groups outside of the main source of energy 

they have energy in its pure a source would be a much as you pre see the light energy as you 

appreciate the the light energy, the light energy flowing with out any 
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Hendren saw from any of the sub in, in energies and being able to come together with the 

other energies and performing in a physical body would produce a different type of 

manifestation. That normally what you receive now in an individual for in most of the 

individuals on the earth plane now, you are receiving many many sub energies and many 

many sub energies that in the form of concepts that are expressing themselves. And this could 

say this is the man's part of creation. The as the energies express themselves through the 

physical body and one could say that there is a attribute that there is a from this union A 

source and is that a source of the the possibility, the potential the awareness, then that is what 

is man's only is that only that point only is that point of awareness is that a point of separation 

from the energies, that is what is a man, the most of what one receives in their awareness in 

their lifetime is the inner reactions of these energies, and these energies, inner, react and 

express themselves throughout the entirety of many lives or without with only a very, very 

flickering awareness. These energies express them as selves in the forms of, of a distorted 

emotions. The emotional energy which is one could say, a much of the power source, from the 

main source of energy is in what you when we say emotional we're using your word to express 

how the emotion or energy has become a sub energies and how they play how they have 

become a sub energies and become like entities on them selves in the forms of human in 

human beings allowing these energies to reside within their energy feel and allowing them to 

take possession of them in many various ways of over reaction to emotionalism this would go 

into what you would call your belief systems or your belief systems about the death, about life 

about the way one should 
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behave. And your energy systems are so filled with these A B lead structures about how one 

should behave about what is right or what is wrong. And these many times contain many much 

energy from the motion or bodies in them. And when these energies come forth in an individual 

and express themselves, if you stand back and witness and watch as you can see. And then 

they the energy the sub energy playing as it were its self out through this energy do you call it 

ideas and opinions and belief structures. And when these these belief structures can take a 

power can take control of the consciousness and can use the entire body to express itself. In 

the form of an idea, you see this with political leaders, and you see this with religious leaders, 



you see it, in all walks of life, and as you if you stand back, then you can see the, the, the 

reality of these energies using the, the vehicles, this is a very it gets very complicated because 

the energies come together to form the physical body. And then the energies are inhibited from 

flowing from their true cause of the sub energies, the projections, the ideas, and, as you well 

know, ideas, containing, much emotionalism has much power, and these, it is with this energy 

on the in the invisible sense that it can take control of the individual, and then express its self 

through ideas and opinions and then express itself also through the physical and it can 

express itself through war and through destruction. And through a physical illness and through 

a hunger all of the, what you call your end balances on the earth plane, are abroad about 

because of the sub energies, they approach elections, the energies that are caught up in ideas 

and thoughts and projections about the way things should be, and the way things are, 

shouldn't be. And also because of the the denying the fact that that there are many energies 

and there's this is a very, very delicate to because from what we speak up here, now, many on 

the earth plane are attached to the emotional energy that there is in this sense one God and 

when on the physical plane and on the reality that you live in, this is not a So, there are many 

energies that 
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come to gather, as we are not speaking now outside of the realm of existence, out the side of 

the physical plane. So but in within the area of the physical world. The the concept that a man 

has a god linked with the concept of good and evil is a concept that a man has a pro ejected 

from the energy from the energy that brings of light from the energy that brings the light and as 

it comes into the physical body it expresses the feelings of longings are The oneness and it 

brings light and life to the, to the earth plane, it can not exist on the earth plane of an A by it's a 

self, the the light, that you speak of the light that one that is very pleasant and very rewarding 

to the individual as he reaches for his, for the creator as he reaches to understand the depths 

of his being, and to answer all of these questions within him itself, the manifestation on the 

physical plane is a brought about by the inner reactions of the energies and the light energy is 

dependent on all the dark energy is pretty is dependent on the light energy, it is the inner 

reactions of the two energies. And they there are they we will speak only right now of these 

two energies, the light energy it is it is the dark energy also in life is light and death is a 

darkness, these are your projections, these are your thoughts, the life as you know it is a D 

dependent on what you call a death the physical world can could not exist it would not exist 

with out the inner we actions of these energies. And as in order for there to be light on this 

particular plane plain there must be a death or because the very inner reactions of the energy 

is the word of produce did work a another word would be a change the constant in a reaction in 

and of itself produces what you call you, you could use the word destruction or a death 
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are the proper a better term would be that it is the energies are constantly changing. And as 

the energies change a man has a projected and thereby form the sub energies from these 

projections that these changes or evil or that these changes are bad. And he has then set 

about to set the light of forces against the dark of forces are to set about that which is one and 

which is always one against that which which is always and is ever in a constant motion. And 

this is where he is a pro dickerman is Because as long as he continues to try to fit, where he is 

and worry, he's going in to these old concepts into these approach objections, then he will 

always come to the same end. And it is very difficult to change these are to find or reach out 

and get a another idea or a another concept to be cause, these sub energies have taken our 

have a such control and that it is very difficult for one to reach beyond the sub energies of 

because of many of the fear factors and because the the guide concept all of these are so, in 

grammed within the entity that the they have more or less control the individual and that one 

possibility of of over a coming of a seeing beyond the these sub energies it becomes very, very 

difficult, very difficult to one's inner self and very difficult in one's inner act reactions to the 

outside world, because of the non belief because of one standing with many of these thoughts 

would stand quite alone with no support from other sub energies at that particular point as we 

were speaking of the light energy, and they what you call the dark energy, the these are very 

terms have become things that within the Indian entity within the entity itself, the ease of 

thoughts, the certain words and phrases of expressing that which is within the entity itself such 

as your terms in negative and your terms, even with the male and female, always placing the 

one above the other and not recognizing the 
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the equal in this the equal ness and where also have a denying our a placing on one aspect or 

the distorted emotion of ease evil of that which is not a pleasant and then on the other end of 

placing all that is a good and then you have individuals seeking all of that which is good. And 

because of the very nature of life on in this realm. You will have the change and the change 

Should Be it now has been termed negative. And so, when they forces of creation, which is live 

and change into play and act on their own volition, then man has interpreted these actions as 

being negative the energies that interplay with the light and the dark forces in because of 

many, many various reasons, which is very difficult to go into now, man pro ejected, that the 

light would be God and that the dark would be evil or would be the devil and he then 

personified the energy he placed a personification on the the energy of light and on its 

opposite arm, which is actually you see one in the same, it is the same, because in life there is 

a death there are when the earth plane, there is a constantly one of shores changing to 

become a nother source. So, the it is one could say that the source was divided in from light 

and dark or good and bad, and then the personification of the light and the bad through the 

gods and the evil demons. And then, as this approach action began to form, then there entities 

began to form sub entities and began to do all manner of projection. 
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And from these projections, they formed a sub energies from the light source and these sub 

energies were always then became connected with a physical entity that had existed and lived 

and these are physical entities that it became attached to an in tune with the light energy One 

could say, then became identified with it and then the earth entities not be other Earth entities 

not being able to tune in to the light source themselves, then projected their light projected, 

rather than tuning in with the source that they tuned in with the earth entities So, that had 

tuned in to the source and then produced a sub entities and then many, many, many sub 

entities of religious factors, what you would call now or block all the way to the pure light All the 

way is blocked also, because of the the nine of force of the dark of the change, man, if one 

could say that the dark side is the change, and that change is when one substance or one 

particular situation is changed into a another situation are a physical entity is changed from a 

child into an adult, this would be this is part of the Dark Forces, what you call the dark forces 

and only you project whether dark forces is the makes you feel good, are our bad. And so, as a 

man began to rescind the Act, the normal action of the light and the dark forces are then the 

sub forces and in the same way that the agree Earth entities upload their energy, if they 

supported the through their consciousness, the entities of the light of source also then was 

projected the consciousness or towards the dark source and there was pre sonification of the 

dark side and the personifications of the Dark Side manifest themselves in all of the areas that 

man has projected as to the evils abroad about and you see the manifestations of the, what 

you call the light side and you see the manifestations of what you call the dark side, but I say 

unto you, That what you actually see are the sub deviations, you see the projections and the 

accumulations and the growth of the sub energies. And you do not see the light energies and 

you do not see the dark energies for what it is you place upon those who have hooked in to the 

light source as good and you say those who have hooked into the dark source as bad and you 

do not see that they are pro injections, that they are sub energies and that they are it are it is 

not the pure source of energy. And these energies, again, the light and the dark and you can 

sub divide the energies 
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in into many, many different types of expression on the earth plane. We thank you very much 

we feel that our time is up so we will say a good day. Good day to you and thank you very 

much Marie. Yes, it's time to return. Come down with me. Are you ready to return yet? Alright, 

let's just come down, out with me. World Wide Awake 


